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◦ Why have we been innovating in the Resource Sharing area?
◦ Simplify and promote mechanisms for staff and students to request resources that they cannot find in Library 
Search. #LibraryGoals
◦ Previous research
◦ Donaghey, J. (2019). Understanding user behaviour when requesting resources. International Group ex Libris 
Users Conference, Singapore, Singapore.
◦ Top reasons for why they monitor their requests
◦ Track progress || check request had been submitted || how long will it take
◦ Most important features in the requesting experience
◦ Ease of placing a request
◦ Place multiple requests
◦ Tracking progress
◦ Other key learnings
◦ New users expect longer turnaround time than we actually were delivering – communicate expectations more





Expand my results default in 
Primo (for most of year) 
55% increase in requests supplied
88% increase in unique requesters
37% increase in first-time requesters
2020
RapidILL – COVID Pod 





Innovation Points – major changes
RapidILL
◦ Free COVID Pod in April 2020, then articulated immediately to full membership at the end of the free period, 
July
◦ Changes to processes
◦ New process to contribute holdings data – now fully automated
◦ Minimised mediation when RapidILL was integrated with Alma resource sharing (October 2020)
◦ More time on lending requests
◦ More morning work – addressing requests that arrived overnight
◦ User Benefits
◦ Faster delivery times
◦ No significant change to the user experience of placing a request
◦ Budget impact




◦ Early adopter program was attractive
◦ Increased proportion of requests that would be covered by known costs. Opportunity to go back to Expanded results.
◦ Improved user experience
◦ Communicating expectations up front about delivery times and length of loan
◦ Tiles stand out to users
◦ Project started off early 2021, Switched to production in early June.
◦ Changes to processes
◦ Pretty easy transition from Alma Resource Sharing to Rapido
◦ Established sets for catching requests that need mediation – eg. Using publication date to tag requests for purchase request 
before sending, missing metadata
◦ User benefits
◦ Expectations are shown up front – easy choice as to whether to request physical or just a scan





◦ Number of requests (net lending)
Donaghey, J. (2019). Understanding user 
behaviour when requesting resources. 




◦ Net borrower to net lender - team spends more time 
looking at lending requests instead of borrowing 
requests
◦ Minimised mediation
◦ More resource sharing work in the mornings than in 
the afternoon
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